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*U-value represents the amount of heat transfer as measured in accordance with NFRC 100.
**Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) measures the amount of solar radiation entering the building as measured per NFRC 200.
***Visible Transmittance (VT) measures the amount of visible light through the overall unit. 

AW-0160

Certified Quality
In addition to our own stringent quality control  

standards, AMSCO is a proud member of the  

National Fenestration Rating Council, the American 

Architectural Manufacturers Association and has 

earned the right to carry the ENERGY STAR label, 

a program sponsored by the Department of Energy. 

These organizations set the standards for the entire 

window and door industry. And every AMSCO  

product meets or exceeds their standards for a host  

of critical quality standards, assuring you life-long,  

satisfying performance.

Lifetime Warranty
Simply put, we back our windows with a warranty 

that gives you peace of mind. Our Lifetime Warranty 

covers any defects in materials or workmanship in 

our vinyl windows and doors for as long as you own 

your home. See your authorized AMSCO dealer 

or visit us online at www.amscowindows.com for 

complete warranty details.

Make Your Home a Masterpiece.®

The Studio Series offers choices 
to fit your style.

The AMSCO Vinyl Advantage

Not all vinyl is created equal. Lesser quality vinyl can 
discolor and warp with exposure to sun and harsh UV 
light. But AMSCO’s unique, western-climate specific 
PVC formula is scientifically formulated to withstand 
even the harshest conditions season after season – all 
while maintaining its stability and function. And without 
ever cracking, chipping, flaking or chalking.

• Will not absorb moisture

• Color-stabilized vinyl to prevent discoloration

•  Formulated specifically for mountain and southwest 

climate to maintain stability

• Protects against damaging effects of UV rays 

We subject our vinyl to independent desert condition 
tests beyond what the industry requires so you can be 
assured of enjoying your AMSCO windows worry- free 
for years to come:

• Heat Resistance

• Weatherability

• Air Infiltration

• Water Resistance

• Dimensional Stability

• Impact Resistance

• Weight Tolerance

• Tensile Strength

• Corner-weld Strength

Single Hung

Horizontal Slider

            Glass Type                U-Value*              SHGC**                  VT***                  Structural Rating

Picture Window
(Direct Set)

LC-35

R-20/LC-25/LC-35

C-40

0.34
0.34
0.33

0.34
0.35
0.33

0.31
0.32
0.31

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

0.31
0.21
0.23

0.31
0.21
0.23

0.33
0.23
0.25

0.57
0.33
0.53

0.57
0.33
0.53

0.63
0.36
0.58

Equal Lite
Picture Window

(Slider/Hung Frame)

LC-35

R-20/LC-25

LC-25

0.34
0.35
0.33

0.35
0.35
0.33

0.32
0.33
0.31

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

0.29
0.21
0.22

0.29
0.20
0.22

0.31
0.21
0.23

0.55
0.31
0.51

0.55
0.31
0.51

0.57
0.33
0.53

Equal Lite
Single Hung

Equal Lite
Horizontal Slider

Single Hung
• Block and tackle balances
•  Sturdy cam-action lock or optional positive 

action lock
• Pocket sill
•  Integral finger pulls in top and bottom of sash 
• Equal lite option for even sight lines

Picture/Fixed Window
•  Direct Set
   – Lower cost than equal sight line option
   – Allows for maximum glass viewing area
• Optional Equal Sight Line
   – Superior aesthetics to direct set look

–  Matching sight lines align with vent units

Horizontal Slider
• Integral finger pulls in sash
•  Sturdy cam-action lock or optional 

positive action lock 
•  Heavy duty, adjustable nylon rollers  

with steel axle
•  Equal lite option for even sight lines

Specialty Shapes
•  Round top, Arch top, Octagon, Full 

circle, Half circle, Quarter circle, 
Quarter angle, Trapezoid, Quarter 
rectangular, Eyebrow rectangular

When exposed to identical conditions of light 
intensity, lesser quality vinyl allows more light 
to pass through. More light means ultraviolet 
rays can attack the polymer, leading to 
deformation and a “dingy” appearance. 
We add Calcium Carbonate and Titanium 
Dioxide to boost our patented vinyl formula 
and deliver superior color retention and 
stability. So AMSCO windows stay looking 
like new. 

Light Penetration of 
Competitor’s Vinyl 

Material

Light Penetration 
of AMSCO’s 
Vinyl Material

Independent Desert Test Facility



With the Studio Series, AMSCO combines energy efficiency, sturdy design and good looks 

into a budget-friendly vinyl window. With clean lines, large 3 inch frames, and energy-saving 

C!zE™ glass standard, these windows are ideal for homeowners who are looking for the 

perfect mix of performance, appearance and value. Choose from a number of options, styles 

and colors to create the perfect fit. 

TaupeAlmondWhite

5/8 inch flat grids

Studio Series Colors

The Studio Series offers three of the most popular 

colors in vinyl windows today to compliment  

any interior.

Grid Options

The Studio Series gives you grid options to 

add architectural interest and design elements 

both inside and out. Grids are available in 

5/8 inch flat and 3/4 inch sculptured sealed 

between the glass for easy cleaning. Custom 

grid patterns are available.

Studio Series colors:

*  Due to printing and screen limitations, colors shown are approximate and may not 
reflect actual colors. Request a product sample or color chip from your authorized 
AMSCO dealer prior to making any color decision.

3/4 inch sculptured grids 

A window that shows its value.

Equal Sight Line Option
Choose the equal sight line option for an  
aesthetically pleasing appearance.

Frame Size
Large 3 inch frame width works well for  
both new construction and retrofit. 

Smooth Look
No unsightly exterior or interior 
grooves on the window to interfere 
with the clean appearance.

Optional Stucco Key 
Ideal for stucco applications.

Energy-efficient, high-performance glass
C!zE performance glass comes standard on every Studio Series window. But no single glass solution can work for every 
location. That’s why wherever your home, whatever the climate, AMSCO offers a range of glass options to keep you  
comfortable while keeping energy costs down.

Naturally Clean Glass
Keeping ordinary glass windows clean is a constant  

challenge. AMSCO’s new BriteTM glass uses an exterior 

coating that disperses water evenly over the surface 

for faster drying which reduces water spots by up to 

99 percent. The Brite glass coating then harnesses  

the power of the sun to break down dirt and grime  

allowing them to be rinsed away with the next rain.  

Your windows stay clean and Brite longer.

Custom Sizing
Can be custom-ordered to the nearest  
1/8 inch to fit any architectural design  
or custom window.

Warm-Edge Technology
3/4 inch warm-edge spacer technology 
reduces thermal transfer and condensation.

Our standard low-e performance glass for year-round  

solar control

The best choice for glare control combined with 

energy performance

The ultimate combination in energy performance,  

high visibility and significant UV protection

Hardware
Choose from a standard cam-action lock 
or an optional positive-action lock, both 
color-matched to the frame.

Grids
Add a distinctive touch with 5/8 inch 
flat and 3/4 inch sculptured grids sealed 
between the glass for easy cleaning. 

Your choice for secure locking

The Studio Series features the most popular window hardware options with two choices in locks. 

The classic, time-tested cam-action lock comes standard on the Studio Series. Or, for a more 

contemporary look, choose the sleek, easy-to-use positive action lock, available on all operating 

windows. Both offer secure locking and peace of mind for homeowners.

Contractor’s Corner

Studio Series combines surprising value for the contractor, features that allow for quality installation every time 

and the options homeowners desire, making it the right window for any application.

• Lifetime warranty on all products

•  Energy efficient C!zE glass standard to save your customers 

money on utility bills

• Multiple lock options to please any discerning customer

• Stucco key option makes finishing stucco a breeze

•  Equal sight line option provides a more architecturally 

appealing look

•  Large window combinations in a continuous frame for 

better structural performance

•  A clean appearance is void of accessory grooves for 

easy finish work around the windows

•   J-channel for installation applications using siding

•  1 inch and 1 3/8 inch nail fin setbacks for any exterior 

envelope application

•  Wide choice of high-performance and specialty glass to 

meet all customer needs.

• Dual-wall flush fin frame for retrofit installation

Choose the Studio Series and see just how much this value-packed window has to offer. From quality 

engineering and design to contractor-friendly installation features, the Studio Series is the choice for your new 

construction or retrofit projects. Combine that with a lifetime warranty and now you have a window you can 

confidently stake your reputation on-the Studio Series from AMSCO Windows.

Cam-Action Lock Positive Action Lock 

Hollow Chambers
Multiple hollow chambers enhance  
insulation and strength.

Performance Glass
Energy-efficient C!zE performance glass 
comes standard with every window. 
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actual values of units.
 

*U-value represents the amount of heat transfer as measured in accordance with NFRC 100.
**Solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) measures the amount of solar radiation entering the building as measured per NFRC 200.
***Visible Transmittance (VT) measures the amount of visible light through the overall unit. 
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discolor and warp with exposure to sun and harsh UV 
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even the harshest conditions season after season – all 
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• Color-stabilized vinyl to prevent discoloration
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climate to maintain stability
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We subject our vinyl to independent desert condition 
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Single Hung

Horizontal Slider

            Glass Type                U-Value*              SHGC**                  VT***                  Structural Rating

Picture Window
(Direct Set)

LC-35

R-20/LC-25/LC-35

C-40

0.34
0.34
0.33

0.34
0.35
0.33

0.31
0.32
0.31

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

0.31
0.21
0.23

0.31
0.21
0.23

0.33
0.23
0.25

0.57
0.33
0.53

0.57
0.33
0.53

0.63
0.36
0.58

Equal Lite
Picture Window

(Slider/Hung Frame)

LC-35

R-20/LC-25

LC-25

0.34
0.35
0.33

0.35
0.35
0.33

0.32
0.33
0.31

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

C!zE
C!zE Tint
C!zE HV

0.29
0.21
0.22

0.29
0.20
0.22

0.31
0.21
0.23

0.55
0.31
0.51

0.55
0.31
0.51

0.57
0.33
0.53

Equal Lite
Single Hung

Equal Lite
Horizontal Slider

Single Hung
• Block and tackle balances
•  Sturdy cam-action lock or optional positive 

action lock
• Pocket sill
•  Integral finger pulls in top and bottom of sash 
• Equal lite option for even sight lines

Picture/Fixed Window
•  Direct Set
   – Lower cost than equal sight line option
   – Allows for maximum glass viewing area
• Optional Equal Sight Line
   – Superior aesthetics to direct set look

–  Matching sight lines align with vent units

Horizontal Slider
• Integral finger pulls in sash
•  Sturdy cam-action lock or optional 

positive action lock 
•  Heavy duty, adjustable nylon rollers  

with steel axle
•  Equal lite option for even sight lines

Specialty Shapes
•  Round top, Arch top, Octagon, Full 

circle, Half circle, Quarter circle, 
Quarter angle, Trapezoid, Quarter 
rectangular, Eyebrow rectangular

When exposed to identical conditions of light 
intensity, lesser quality vinyl allows more light 
to pass through. More light means ultraviolet 
rays can attack the polymer, leading to 
deformation and a “dingy” appearance. 
We add Calcium Carbonate and Titanium 
Dioxide to boost our patented vinyl formula 
and deliver superior color retention and 
stability. So AMSCO windows stay looking 
like new. 

Light Penetration of 
Competitor’s Vinyl 

Material

Light Penetration 
of AMSCO’s 
Vinyl Material

Independent Desert Test Facility
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Single Hung
• Block and tackle balances
•  Sturdy cam-action lock or optional positive 

action lock
• Pocket sill
•  Integral finger pulls in top and bottom of sash 
• Equal lite option for even sight lines

Picture/Fixed Window
•  Direct Set
   – Lower cost than equal sight line option
   – Allows for maximum glass viewing area
• Optional Equal Sight Line
   – Superior aesthetics to direct set look

–  Matching sight lines align with vent units

Horizontal Slider
• Integral finger pulls in sash
•  Sturdy cam-action lock or optional 

positive action lock 
•  Heavy duty, adjustable nylon rollers  

with steel axle
•  Equal lite option for even sight lines

Specialty Shapes
•  Round top, Arch top, Octagon, Full 

circle, Half circle, Quarter circle, 
Quarter angle, Trapezoid, Quarter 
rectangular, Eyebrow rectangular

When exposed to identical conditions of light 
intensity, lesser quality vinyl allows more light 
to pass through. More light means ultraviolet 
rays can attack the polymer, leading to 
deformation and a “dingy” appearance. 
We add Calcium Carbonate and Titanium 
Dioxide to boost our patented vinyl formula 
and deliver superior color retention and 
stability. So AMSCO windows stay looking 
like new. 
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